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Video 111: Is En.ki “Locked out” from Earth?  

Written by Wes Penre, December 29, 2018 
This is a transcript to video: 

https://youtu.be/WZLE8uPDhIg   

 

In 2024 BC, the two main factions of the Alien Invader Force (AIF) were in a 

raging war against each other on this planet. One side was led by Marduk, and 

the other side was led by En.ki. The war was devastating, and there was great 

destruction. Even mainstream scientists acknowledge that the southern part of 

the Dead Sea broke out and ran south, and the area is radioactive up to this 

day. That zone was abandoned, and all life died there. The ancient texts talk 

about an “evil wind” that spread through the region. “Evil wind” refers to nuclear 

weapons, which becomes obvious if we read the Enûma Eliš—the Babylonian 

Creation Story. In the same time period, Sodom and Gomorrah, run by Marduk, 

were nuked, as well. 

The solution to end this devastating war was to let Marduk take over the control 

of Earth. There were several reasons for this; many of the Overlords wanted 

the war to end, and they were planning to leave the planet anyway. However, 

they did not want the rebellious Marduk to come with them. No one wanted him 

around, except his own minions, who sided with him. Therefore, they left Earth 

to Marduk, but decided to nuke Sinai Spaceport before they left. The Spaceport 

was a portal, leading to other densities, where the Overlords mainly reside. 

Thus, Marduk was refused entrance to the gods’ realm in the “Heavens.” Most 

of the gods left, and Marduk declared Babylon as the Capitol of Sumer in 2000 

BC and put himself as God of the gods. 

We suggest that since then, we have had a clear distinction between the 

physical 3D Earth and the metaphysical realm of En.ki and his followers. 

Marduk is not being allowed into En.ki’s “lofty” densities, and En.ki is not 

allowed into the 3D physical world. Since the 3rd Century BC, the Earth has 

therefore been Satan’s Realm.  

That is what the ancient texts tell us, but is this all there is to it?  

https://youtu.be/WZLE8uPDhIg
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No, there were more reasons why they separated “Heaven” and Earth at that 

time. Before 2024 BC, the gods walked freely among us—both En.ki-ists and 

Mardukians. This evidently led to a lot of wars and conflicts between the gods, 

and many people died during that time. These wars did not benefit anybody and 

only led to destruction. If the Overlords would have been left alone with their 

wars and battles much longer, who knows if there would be any humans left in 

the physical world today. 

The Human Experiment was still ongoing and still is today, but the interference 

of the gods, when it came to their own internal fighting in human territories, was 

not allowed and did not align with the Law of Freewill and the purpose of the 

Experiment. Our planet was not meant to become a battlefield between AIF 

factions, using humans as foot soldiers. Everybody was running amok.  

This is when the legendary Galzu appeared on the scene. In the old texts, Galzu 

is portrayed as a male manifestation of the Divine, but as usual, records were 

manipulated, twisted, and reversed. Galzu was in fact the Queen, who 

appeared as a light being—first in the gods’ dreams, but later as an avatar in 

the physical world. It is most likely that Galzu was a fraction of the Queen’s 

Spirit as Mother Gaia.  

Galzu told the Overlords that these conflicts had to stop because they violated 

the entire purpose with the Experiment. It was decided that Marduk should have 

Earth and En.ki/EA the “hEAvens.” Humanity needs to be able to progress and 

graduate, which Galzu made clear to the gods. The way things were, we did not 

progress. En.ki, who has a “contract” with Orion to let human souls progress 

and graduate, was eager to let the Experiment continue. He wants to show 

Orion that he is capable of bringing the Human Experiment to a graduation 

point.  

Thus, the two fighting factions of the AIF came to an agreement. Marduk and 

his followers stayed on Earth and En.ki’s crew left the planet. Then, we had the 

duality set up and order came out of chaos—all in line with the Matrix principle 

of duality. En.ki is the God of hEAven, and Marduk is his adversary—Satan on 

Earth, the Lord of this World. 
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Since then, En.ki/EA has been “locked out” from what we perceive as the 

physical EArth and can no longer incarnate here. Instead, he’s sending 

channeled messages to selected individual (and once, he sent his son Thoth 

as Jesus), talking to people in dream state, and helping people who are on the 

right track by implanting thoughts into their mind, like he did with Tesla, so the 

inventor could complete his ideas. Tesla admitted that he had extraterrestrial 

assistance, and the assistance came from Venus (Lucifer). 

Someone pointed out that I wrote in the Wes Penre Paper (WPP), Level IV that 

En.ki has a base under the ocean, close to the Oregon coast, where I happened 

to live then. There were massive UFO sightings there a few years ago, when 

several UFOs came up from the ocean. The mid-level military became very 

anxious about this, which is understandable—they don’t know anything about 

what is really happening or where the UFOs come from.  

I got the information about the En.ki base from Barbara Marciniak’s Pleiadians, 

who claimed that he has a main base down there in the abyss. However, since 

I wrote that, I have come to new insights both about En.ki and the Pleiadians 

(the latter working for the former). I do not believe that En.ki himself has a “base” 

deep under the ocean—not in the sense I thought about it at that time. The 

Pleiadians did probably not lie, necessarily, but “under the ocean” or “under the 

ocean floor” can mean more than one thing. How about the Underworld? Was 

this what the Pleiadians referred to? It could be envisioned as being below the 

ocean floor. I don’t know, but I do know that if we see UFOs with our naked 

eyes, they are not extraterrestrial in nature—they are Military craft, built with ET 

technology. If they were real extraterrestrial ships, they would be of nano size, 

invisible to the human eye. 

As we have conveyed in previous videos, humanity now has a choice whether 

we want to follow Marduk to Hell (the Singularity) or Ea to hEaven. This is what 

the battle is about right now. None of the parties is telling us about that we can 

exit through the Grid, however. We should be very grateful that we have that 

information. If we didn’t, we would still be fumbling in the dark, unwittingly 

choosing one side before the other, like the majority of humankind does today. 

 


